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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the authors’ initial results on develop-
ing a real-time teleoperation system for an Universal Robots
robotic arm through human motion capture with a visualiza-
tion utility built on the Blender Game Engine open-source
platform. A linear explicit model predictive robot controller
(EMPC) is implemented for online generation of optimal
robot trajectories matching operator’s wrist position and
orientation, whilst adhering to the robot’s constraints. The
EMPC proved to be superior to open-loop and naive PID
controllers in terms of accuracy and safety.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The advent of virtual reality brings new possibilities for

robot teleoperation as it allows to put the operator into the
robot’s environment. This calls for a shift of robotic arm
control paradigms to developing more natural robot teleop-
eration systems capable of replicating limb motion of the
human operator in real-time.

Mapping the human limb motion to the robotic arm is a
rather complex problem due to existing technical limitations
of commercial robotic arms, i.e. large inertia, limited joint
acceleration and velocity. This task becomes more complex
due to unpredictability of the human motion. In addition,
slow robot feedback communication frequency and compu-
tational load of the robot control may prevent the system
from running at the rates fast enough for smooth and accu-
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rate motions. Furthermore it needs to be taken into account
that most commercial robots’ APIs are not streamlined for
real-time operations as they are usually designed to operate
in scripted offline mode. In order to overcome limitations
listed above one needs to develop a robot control system
able to interpret the human operator motions, plan and ex-
ecute the robot’s trajectory in real-time whilst taking into
account the robot’s constrains.

This paper reports the authors’ initial results on develop-
ing a real-time control system for an Universal Robot UR5
robotic arm through human motion capture with a visual-
ization utility built on an open-source platform.

2. HUMAN LIMB MOTION TRACKER
The motion tracker system used in this project is based

on work presented in [1] extended to cover both human arms
with wrists. The motion tracker design scheme is given in
Fig. 1a. Presently the robot only follows motions of the
user’s left arm. The right arm is intended for additional
functionality outside of the paper’s scope.

The motion tracker runs and is visualized in the Blender
Game Engine on a modified Guy rig [2]. The robot CAD
model and the external robot controller were also added to
the Blender Game Engine for visualizing the robot opera-
tions as shown in Fig. 1b. The system is set up so that
the robot’s end effector position and orientation correspond
to those of the operator’s wrist (from now on referred to
as ”target”). The IK solver used is the Blender integrated
iTaSC (instantaneous Task Specification using Constraints)
SDLS (selective damped least squares) solver [3].

3. ROBOT COMMUNICATION
The robot used in this research is the Universal Robots

UR5 robotic arm with a CB2 controller. There are number
of drivers available for UR robots such as the ROS [4] or
MATLAB [5] based drivers. However, authors intend to de-
sign a system independent from both platform and software,
thus, a custom communication driver was developed.

The robot’s API allows to either set the robot’s joint an-
gles (using a servoj command) or angular velocities (using
a speedj command) that can be respectively used for open-



Figure 1: The UR5 robot teleoperated in real-time through the human upper limb motion tracker system

loop or closed-loop controls of the robot. The robot’s IK
solutions are streamed to the robot’s controller from an ex-
ternal PC via a TCP/IP connection. The same connection
is also used to obtain feedback on robot’s states.

4. ROBOT PREDICTIVE CONTROL
Initial tests using open-loop robot teleoperation resulted

to unacceptable jittery motions and significant inaccuracy.
Further trials were conducted with implemented PID closed-
loop position controllers. In these tests the robot often could
not follow the target with a desired velocity due to internal
torque limitations. In these situations the robot was moved
with maximum allowable acceleration. However it would
often catch up with the target at a velocity higher than the
target’s velocity. As a result, the robot would overshot and
oscillate around the target position until it came to a stop.

It was then concluded that the robot needs to plan it’s
trajectory such that it would converge with the target’s po-
sition and velocity whilst adhering to the robot’s constraints.
Assuming that the robot internal control loop implements
inverse dynamics control, the external controller can be re-
alized as a linear EMPC with a simple double integrator
model. The optimization problem is solved for each joint
separately according to (1).
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u
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(1)

The state vector consists of joint angle and angular veloc-
ity x = [θ θ̇] and u is the control angular acceleration of
the joint. The target vector r is given by IK solver passed
through a linear Kalman filter. The Kalman filter smooths
the IK solution which in turn improves the performance of
the EMPC. The maximum angular velocity and acceleration
constraints vmax and umax are set to 3.14 rad/s and 5 rad/s2,
respectively. Meanwhile, cost matrices Q1, Q2, Q3 were de-
fined by trials. As a rule of thumb, the best tracking occurs
when the cost function is dominated by the position error

penalty. The prediction horizon is set to 0.5 sec. The solver
C code is generated using the Multi-Parametric Toolbox [6]
and integrated into the Blender Python code using Cython.

EMPC tests resulted in smooth and accurate motions of
the UR5 robotic arm, as illustrated in Fig. 1c. Figure 1d
shows the EMPC performance sample: solid graphs in θ
subfigure are the pre-Kalman IK solutions for each joint,
dashed - the robot feedback. In θ̇ and θ̈ subfigures solid
graphs represent MPC generated angular velocities and ac-
celerations used as inputs in speedj. It can be seen that the
robot follows the target quite closely and does not exceed
the robot’s limits. The operation lag averages at 0.05 sec.
when the operator moves under the robot’s velocity and ac-
celeration limits. If the operator moves too fast for the robot
to keep up in real-time, the robot is able to catch up with
the operator with little or no overshooting.

It is planned to integrate the system with virtual reality
headset such that the robot could be operated distantly from
a virtual environment.
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